SRI International site could become new Menlo Park neighborhood

By Kate Bradshaw

SRI International has launched plans to redevelop its 63-acre campus as a mixed-use neighborhood with 10 acres for residential development and 29 acres of publicly accessible open space.

The 75-year-old research institute is launching plans to redevelop its Menlo Park headquarters at 333 Ravenswood Ave. by adding housing and opening areas to the public.

Menlo Park-based Lane Partners plans to start a community-guided process by holding a series of community listening sessions in July before submitting formal plans to Menlo Park’s development department, said Mark Murray, principal at Lane Partners, in an interview.

“SRI has been a fixture in this community since before Silicon Valley became a household name — we are proud to have deep roots in Menlo Park,” said William Jeffrey, chief executive officer at SRI, in a statement.

“We are excited about the opportunity to work with Lane Partners to modernize our facilities and transform our campus into a new neighborhood that will truly be connected with the Menlo Park community. With this redevelopment, we are excited to continue building on our long history of discoveries making people safer, healthier and more productive,” Jeffrey added.

SRI was chartered as the Stanford Research Institute by Stanford University trustees on Nov. 6, 1946, with the purpose of using science and innovation for local economic growth. As SRI International, it separated from Stanford University in 1970 and is now a major employer in Menlo Park. SRI researchers are credited with innovations including the development of the computer mouse, robotic surgery, internet protocols and of community listening sessions.

See SRI INTERNATIONAL, page 19

New task force cracks down on illegal fireworks in East Palo Alto, Menlo Park

By Sue Dremann

Determined to prevent a repeat of last year’s overwhelming amount of fireworks explosions, the cities of East Palo Alto and Menlo Park have formed a joint task force that has already confiscated 1,500 pounds of illegal explosives since before the COVID-19 pandemic and can-

The task force, which includes the East Palo Alto and Menlo Park police departments and the Menlo Park Fire Protection District, is working to prevent another record-setting season of illegal fireworks. The task force’s crackdown comes as the

The fireworks problem is changing the culture that has led to the out-of-control explosions.

City council member Lisa Gauthier said the impact on residents’ sleep is “heartbreaking.” The

“We’ve chased a lot of fires in this town. We’ve seen fingers and hands blown off.”

The fireworks problem is not unique to East Palo Alto. A CNN story from last year revealed a more than 2,000% increase in fireworks complaints in some cities nationwide, she noted. Officials suspect part of the increase was due to the COVID-19 pandemic and cancellation of public fireworks shows, which put commercial-grade explosives on the retail market.

The impact has been devastating for some families, veterans and pets.

East Palo Alto resident Casey Kellogg and her husband have two small children, ages 3 and 6. They spent many nights in the past eight years comforting their children. While the older child has grown accustomed to the noise, the 3-year-old has developed trauma as a result, Kellogg said.

“We spent most nights leading up to July 4 rocking her in her room: five, 10, 15 times a night. She has developed a sensitivity to other noises. She won’t sleep without earplugs regardless of the time of day,” Kellogg said.

Last year, they boarded up their bedroom window to dampen the sound, she said. The
The best hearing requires a lens
Join us for a complimentary consultation and personalized sound demo

Unlike traditional hearing aids that just make sounds louder through a speaker, Earlens offers the world’s only nonsurgical lens to directly vibrate the eardrum. Join us during this special event to learn why we were named one of TIME Magazine’s Top 100 Inventions of 2020. Find out how you might benefit through a complimentary consultation.

Complimentary Private Consultations with a Sound Demo
Wednesday, June 16
Earlens Hearing Center - 4055 Campbell Avenue, Menlo Park
Call (650) 417-9856 to reserve your spot.
Spaces are limited. COVID protocols will be followed. Call now to RSVP.

Earlens improves speech recognition by 25%*
Participants in an independent study preferred the Earlens extended bandwidth 8:1
Earlens brings listeners 16x closer to normal hearing in the critically important high frequencies
Earlens delivers a frequency range 2.5x broader than conventional hearing aids

**Data on file of Earlens.
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The Best of California Living.

121 Ash Lane | Portola Valley | Offered at $26,950,000 | www.121AshLane.com

For more information and to arrange a private showing of this exceptional estate, please contact:

HELEN & BRAD MILLER
650.400.3426 | 650.400.1317
helen.miller@compass.com
brad.miller@compass.com

Among Top Teams in SF Bay Area
(per The Wall Street Journal rankings)
www.HelenAndBradHomes.com

COMPASS

License # 01142061 | License # 00917768

Rankings provided courtesy of Real Trends, The Thousand list of individual agents by total sales volume in 2020. Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01142061. All materials presented herein are intended for informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
Really inspired by your ability to keep grasping and improving ... It’s just so exhausting being a reporter right now. Thank you for serving the community.

- Clay L.

Will you join the thousands of others supporting local journalism?

Now’s your moment to step up when we need you the most.

Subscribe now at AlmanacNews.com/join

You can also subscribe for one year by mailing a check for $120 ($60 for seniors and students) to us at 450 Cambridge Ave., Palo Alto 94306.
Bay Area health officials support full in-person schooling this fall

By Bay City News Service

Health officials from 10 Bay Area counties and one city on May 28 called for California schools to open for full-time, in-person learning in fall 2021.

Officers from Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Monterey, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Sonoma and the city of Berkeley issued a statement supporting opening schools for all grades.

“The lack of in-person learning has disrupted education, weakened the social supports provided by school communities, negatively impacted mental health, and prevented participation in the rituals and shared milestones that tie our communities together,” according to the group statement.

“The science is now clear that the risk of transmission among children wearing masks is very low, even with reduced spacing between desks,” the group asserted.

Factors supporting this conclusion include that in the Bay Area and throughout the state, there are high rates of vaccinations among people at increased risk of severe disease, including older adults and those with a high risk of medical complications, according to the group.

Also, children 12 and older are now eligible for vaccinations and there is low overall community prevalence.

The group noted that “many schools” in California have brought students and teachers back to campus under the guidelines of the California Department of Public Health, including requirements for face covering, basic cleaning, enhanced ventilation, and other measures to facilitate a safe return to in-person instruction.

Schools are not legally mandated to reopen in the fall, nor has Gov. Gavin Newsom called for them to do so.

California will reopen on June 15 without any capacity limits or physical distancing requirements for businesses or events, the state’s health and human services secretary said May 21.

Newsom in April had announced the expected June 15 reopening date, which state officials confirmed as COVID-19 case numbers and hospitalizations continue to drop and the number of people vaccinated continues to increase.

A Sonoma County education official added his voice to the group endorsing a return to in-person education in the fall.

“Students, parents, teachers, coaches — and their families — deserve our thanks for the considerable sacrifices they have made,” said Dr. Sundari Mase, health officer and public health division director of Sonoma County. “It’s time to move past the remote-learning model and back to the full range of learning and support that our educational communities provide.”

Menlo Park budget aims to restore pandemic cuts

By Kate Bradshaw

It’s June, and that means it’s budget season. After releasing its draft budget May 10, the city of Menlo Park held a community meeting on the proposed budget June 1. Next, the Menlo Park City Council is scheduled to discuss the proposed budget on Tuesday, June 8, and consider its approval on Tuesday, June 22.

Compared to the last fiscal year, which was characterized by a global pandemic and its widespread impacts, the coming year’s budget will focus on restoration.

“Whereas fiscal year 2020-21 was one of hard choices and ensuring stability, my proposed budget for fiscal year 2021-22 allows for restoration and regrowth, an opportunity for reflection and introspection on city service delivery models, the highest and best use of resources, and reestablishing support to the community,” said City Manager Starla Jerome-Robinson in a public letter introducing the proposed city budget for the 2021-22 fiscal year.

Of note, Jerome-Robinson said, are four new items proposed to receive funding in the upcoming fiscal year, based on priorities the City Council has identified. They are: redirecting in response to the results of the 2020 census, evaluating a Caltrain quiet zone, working on a complete streets study of Middle Avenue and increasing staffing by a half-time employee to support the new community center campus to be developed in Belle Haven.

In addition, two council priorities do not yet have funding set aside: reimaging both

Tonga Victoria holds a copy of her book outside of her home in East Palo Alto.

Living the hyphen

By Melissa McKenzie

Growing up the daughter of Tongan immigrants, Tonga Victoria often felt stuck between her Tongan and American cultures — never feeling 100% American or 100% Tongan.

Although she was born and raised in East Palo Alto, her parents didn’t speak English, so she spent the first eight years in school as an English as a second language student, embarrassed to read out loud in class.

“That can cause a lot of hidden trauma,” Victoria said.

And she especially dreaded the first day of school with a new class as the teacher would read the roster of names.

“I literally conditioned myself every first day of school to go up to the teacher and tell them that (the roster) says my name is Tonga, but it’s actually Victoria,” said Victoria, who didn’t use her real first name until after high school because it didn’t sound like other American names.

She spent years struggling with her bicultural identity. Then, she went off to college and heard the phrase “hyphen American” in an ethnic studies class to describe Americans who can trace their ancestry to another part of the world.

“That resonated with me,” she said.

Now 28, Victoria has just released her first novel, “Hyphen American,” a fictional book for young adults that weaves Polynesian culture and family traditions into an espionage story whose protagonist is a 21st-century Polynesian American girl named Sam Kelly who is working as a TechTon sales associate when she learns that she

See AUTHOR, page 15

Menlo-Atherton High School seniors Kiana Pavlovic and Iris Riley in her classroom while the rest of her psychology class students attend virtually. Bay Area health officials are calling for schools to reopen fully in the fall to all grades.

See BUDGET, page 8

Lisa Otsuka greets Menlo-Atherton High School seniors Kiana Pavlovic and Iris Riley in her classroom while the rest of her psychology class students attend virtually. Bay Area health officials are calling for schools to reopen fully in the fall to all grades.
Your COVID-19 vaccine questions — answered

We’ve compiled a list of who can currently get vaccinated in San Mateo and Santa Clara counties, plus answers to common questions and links to resources. Access the page at tinyurl.com/COVIDVaccinequestions. Have a question? Send it to editor@paweekly.com and we’ll do our best to answer it.

**Communities**

**Menlo Park plans for reopening services**

The city of Menlo Park released on May 22 a list of the types of venues and services it will allow to reopen in four phases through December.

The city noted in a statement that the rate of vaccinations against COVID-19 is rising. As of May 20, 85.1% of Menlo Park residents are either fully or partially vaccinated, according to the county health department’s website.

In Phase 1 of reopening in Menlo Park, the city plans to allow picnic area reservations to resume (July 1); it will reopen the police department lobby, main library and Belle Haven branch library (July 6); and services at the main library and Arrillaga Family Recreation Center, including meals for seniors, will restart (July 12).

Phase 2, in August and September, will include indoor classes and programs for young people and those with special needs; permits for small-scale events; and then indoor classes and programs for the general population and indoor public meetings of city agencies.

Phase 3, later in September and in October and November, will include indoor gyms, general public access to City Hall, and indoor gymnastics.

And, finally, in December, the city plans to resume allowing large-scale events, indoor facility rentals, and “all other indoor access.”

This schedule and additional information about when various activities will be permitted can be found online at menlopark.org/reopening.

The city called the schedule “partial” and “tentative” and said it is subject to change. More details will be announced later, according to the city’s statement.

Essential city services like public safety, emergency maintenance and child care continued in-person during the pandemic, but many public services became virtual or were limited to curb-side pickup, the city noted.

**Light rail to stay closed after shooting**

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority on June 1 focused resources on regular bus service and wouldn’t provide buses along light-rail routes following a shooting that killed nine VTA employees at a maintenance yard last week.

The changes are due to limited staffing as the VTA family grieves, attends funerals and supports each other. Regular bus service will be affected, too, with less frequent service also because of the May 26 mass shooting at the Guadalupe Light Rail Yard.

Light-rail service is suspended indefinitely, according to VTA officials, who said they have no estimate for when that service will resume.

VTA riders can get service information by calling customer service at 408-321-2300 or by using TransitApp for real-time bus information.

**New assistant principal for Oak Knoll**

Menlo Park City School District (MCPSD) Superintendent Erik Burmeister and incoming Oak Knoll Principal Alicia Payton-Miyazaki intend to recommend Chana Stewart as the next assistant principal of Oak Knoll School for approval by the district’s governing board on June 10, according to a June 1 press release. Stewart is currently assistant principal of Aspire East Palo Alto

To request delivery, or stop delivery, of The Almanac, in two zip codes: 94025, 94026 and the Woodside portion of 94062, call 954-2525.
Much-loved longtime Menlo Park employee is battling COVID-19 in the ICU

By Angela Swartz

Natalya Jones, the recreation supervisor who heads the city’s child care programs, has been hospitalized for a month

Many thought it would have been best to fire city attorney met with outrage, accusations

By Sue Dremann

An East Palo Alto City Council member’s attempt to fire city attorney met with outrage, accusations

Mayor, vice mayor call Antonio Lopez’s tactics a ‘power move’

Antonio Lopez

Carlos Romero

Lisa Gauthier

Regina Wallace-Jones

Ruben Abrica

June 4, 2021 - AlmanacNews.com - The Almanac
Coronavirus central: Newsom offers big bucks for Californians who get their shots

By Embarcadero Media staff

S

an Mateo County as of Tuesday had 104,097 cumulative cases of COVID-19, with 576 deaths. A total of 66.1% of the eligible county population is fully vaccinated; 15.2% is partially vaccinated. Santa Clara County as of Tuesday had 119,094 cumulative COVID-19 cases and 2,142 deaths. A total of 65.8% of the eligible county population is fully vaccinated; 12.7% is partially vaccinated.

Vax for cash with new $116.5M statewide lottery

For Californians who are insufficiently compelled by civic duty and self-preservation to get vaccinated against COVID-19, Gov. Gavin Newsom is offering another reason to get the jab: cold, hard cash.

On May 27, Newsom announced a $116.5 million “Vax for the Win” program, the largest inoculation lottery program in the country. The money will be split among dozens of lucky Californians: $1.5 million to each of 10 “grand cash prize” winners who will be picked by random draw on June 15, and $50,000 each to 30 “Fridays for 30” winners to be selected by random draw on June 4 and June 11.

The remaining $100 million will pay for $50 retail gift cards for each of the next 2 million Californians to complete their vaccine regime.

“These are real incentives,” the governor said at a press conference. “And these are an opportunity to say thank you to those not only seeking to get vaccinated, as we move forward, but also those that have been vaccinated.”

According to the most recent state vaccine data, a little more than half of all Californians over age 12 have been fully vaccinated. Another 13% have received one of two shots.

That still leaves more than 12 million Californians unvaccinated.

The percentage vaccinated varies wildly by race and income. Among Californians living in the top quarter of the wealthiest ZIP codes, 76.6% have received at least one dose. In the least healthy quarter of the state’s “Healthy Places” Index, the share is only 52.1%.

“Some Californians weren’t really interested in their COVID-19 vaccine on day one, and that’s okay. This program is designed to encourage those who need extra support to get vaccinated and help keep people safe,” said Dr. Thomas Aragon, director of the California Department of Public Health, said in a statement.

H.D. Palmer, a spokesman for the state Department of Finance, said the lottery funding will initially come out of the state’s emergency operations account, but will be repaid with the state’s multi-billion dollar allotment of federal relief funds.

“The cost of not getting vaccinated is exponentially, inestimably higher,” Newsom said.

The governor noted that Californians who have already been inoculated will be entered into both the $1.5 million and $50,000 contests. When the state rolled out its MyTurn website as a one-stop shop for vaccine appointments, most Californians turned elsewhere. But the state also maintains a confidential registry of all vaccine recipients. The names of winners will be kept confidential unless they volunteer to have them released, said Newsom.

Republican Gov. Mike DeWine of Ohio was the first to launch a lottery program in mid-May. Newsom said the state entered a 22-year-old recent college grad was the first winner on May 26. According to one analysis, vaccinations jumped by 40% the week after DeWine’s announcement.

Since then other state governors have followed suit. Colorado is offering a total of $5 million to the newly inoculated. West Virginia has tempted vaccine-hesitant young residents with savings bonds, and New York has dangled the possibility of a public university education.

But California’s cash giveaway is the biggest yet.

For Newsom, the program represents a political win-win. The governor has vowed to ease most of California’s COVID restrictions by June 15. The more vaccinated Californians, the more likely it is that the reopening process will go off without another.IMPORTANT NOTICE: Directly above sentences were cut off from the full story. For the full story, please refer to the source.

In addition to the proposed budget, staff identified several tiers of service level enhancements that the City Council could consider. In an “a la carte” fashion, picking and choosing specific items. The proposed budget does not recommend reductions in service levels from the current ones, staff noted.

The four tiers of service-level enhancements are identified as those the City Council has flagged as priorities, followed by service staff members have identified, third, improvements to technology and customer service; and fourth, responses to public inquiries and requests.

The proposed general fund budget lays out expectations of $57.6 million in revenue and $61.6 million in expenses. And while hotel taxes fell in the 2020-21 fiscal year, to about $4.2 million compared to the pre-pandemic amount of $10.3 million in the 2018-19 fiscal year, the tax levels are expected to rebound, with about $8.2 million expected in the 2021-22 fiscal year, according to staff.

The baseline budget leaves an operating surplus of $9,430, according to Nick Pecueros, assistant city manager, who presented details about the budget to the community at the June 1 meeting. That’s an improvement over last year’s projected operating budget surplus of $1.

Go to isgd/mpbudget2122 to access the proposed budget. 

Email Staff Writer Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.

BUDGET

continued from page 5

public safety services and the city’s downtown area. The City Council needs to have study sessions on each of those topics before city staff can figure out the scope of those projects and how much they will cost to implement, Jerome-Robinson said.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention had previously recommended that people wait at least 14 days after getting the COVID-19 vaccine to get vaccinated against other potentially serious illnesses.

With more and more real-world evidence of the vaccines’ safety and efficacy, the CDC updated that guidance on May 26.

The Association of Bay Area Health Officials — which includes officials from the counties of Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz and Solano and the city of Berkeley — said May 28 that it will support that guidance going forward.

But a minority of people have delayed getting care and regular immunizations during the pandemic. This new guidance will make it easier for people to catch up on any immunizations they’re due for when they get a COVID-19 vaccine at their provider’s office, Contra Costa County Health Officer Dr. Chris Farnitano said.

COVID-19 vaccines are available statewide for anyone age 12 and up. Residents who get vaccinated in the next two weeks and those who have already been vaccinated will also be eligible for the state’s drawings to win part of $116.5 million in gift cards and cash prizes.

Comprehensive COVID-19 coverage


CalMatters and Bay City News Service contributed to this report.
67 ROSEWOOD DRIVE  |  ATHERTON  |  $12,500,000  |  67ROSEWOOD.COM

FIVE-STAR RESORT LIVING
WITH WORLD-CLASS AMENITIES INSIDE & OUT

Custom estate located in desirable Lindenwood
Pool, entertainment and sports facilities built in 2012
Three-level main residence with 7 bedrooms, 7 full baths, and 2 half-baths
Approximately 11,465 sq. ft.
- Main house: 10,345 total sq. ft.
- 3-car garage: 900 sq. ft.
- House storage: 220 sq. ft.
Featuring spacious living room, library, formal dining room, butler’s pantry, wine cellar, kitchen, family room, recreation room, with full bar, wine cellar and tasting/dining room, home theater, fitness center (bedroom 7), spa with sauna and steam room

Pool with shallow water lounge, waterfall grotto, spa, and water slide from second-story deck
Covered entertainment pavilion with commercial-style bar, full barbecue kitchen, pizza oven, and sunken lounge with fireplace and media
Putting green, sport court, batting cage, and custom playground
Approximately 0.96 acre (41,638 square feet)
Electronic-gated driveway and pedestrian entrances
Excellent Menlo Park schools

For a private showing of this extraordinary property, please contact:

HUGH CORNISH
650.619.6461
hcornish@cbnorcal.com
CalRE#00912143

STEPHANIE ELKINS
650.400.2933
stephanie.elkins@cbnorcal.com
CalRE#01957565

HughCornish.com
Ranked #1 Agent in SF Bay Area
Coldwell Banker, 2020
Ranked #30 Agent in the U.S.
The Wall Street Journal, 2020
Over $2.75 Billion in Sales
High school sports roundup

Boys basketball

Last basket wins.

That playground call was certainly applicable Tuesday when Tayo Sobomehin made a layup as time expired to give Priory a 60-59 win over Sacred Heart Prep in a game that decided the West Bay Athletic League championship.

It was Sobomehin's game from beginning to end. The sophomore point guard finished with 26 points on nine of 11 field-goal shooting, 6 of 7 from 3-point range, and was 2 of 2 at the foul line.

Sobomehin is listed at 5-7, but Priory coach David Moseley, the former Stanford standout, had this to say:

"He's 5-5, maybe 5-4, but he's stronger than he looks. You can't take advantage of him. And he's cat quick. I don't like to make this comparison, but Brevin Knight was nearly as quick."

"I called it around five times before they finally gave it to me," Moseley said.

After that timeout and one called by SHP coach Tony Martinelli, Sobomehin set up on the perimeter on the right side of the 3-point arc, cut off a screen set by David Akanaju-Makun, and received the inbounds pass from Ashton Axe on the left side of the lane where he put up the game-winning shot.

"Our inability to secure the defensive rebound cost us the game," Martinelli said.

Now both teams look ahead to Wednesday's Central Coast Section seeding meeting (after The Almanac's press deadline).

"Hopefully we get in the Open," Moseley said. "We really want it."

Aidan Braccia led SHP with 19 points. Kevin Carney and RJ Stephens scored 9 points apiece. Akanaju-Makun and Axe scored 9 while Zach Zafran and defensive standout Rostand Olama Abanda each had 8 points for Priory.

"Our group of seniors remembered getting their butts kicked by them," Moseley said. "We're young, but they're young, too. It will be quite the rivalry."

Swimming

Sacred Heart Prep's rise to the top of the Central Coast Section girls swimming championship Saturday in Hollister took a circuitous route and was nearly derailed by the pandemic.

Eleven different Gator swimmers scored as SHP accumulated 315 1/2 points, beating St. Francis (274 1/2) and St. Ignatius (271).

Akanaju-Makun and Axe scored 9 while Zach Zafran and defensive standout Rostand Olama Abanda each had 8 points for Priory.

"Our group of seniors remembered getting their butts kicked by them," Moseley said. "We're young, but they're young, too. It will be quite the rivalry."

Swimming

Sacred Heart Prep's rise to the top of the Central Coast Section girls swimming championship Saturday in Hollister took a circuitous route and was nearly derailed by the pandemic.

Eleven different Gator swimmers scored as SHP accumulated 315 1/2 points, beating St. Francis (274 1/2) and St. Ignatius (271).

Three different swimmers won individual titles. Sophomore Audrey J-Cheng won the 200 individual medley with an All-American consideration time of 2:02.99. Junior Kaia Li won the 100 back with a time of 55.60, also All-American consideration. Junior Margot Gibbons won the 500 free in 4:53.59.

Annaliese Chen, a Sacred Heart Prep senior, will attend Swarthmore College this fall.

See SPORTS, page 20

Craving a new voice in Peninsula dining?

Peninsula Foodist

Every other week, top local food reporters provide insight into the latest openings and closings, what they’re eating, interviews with chefs and the trends affecting local restaurants.

Sign up for food reporting you won’t find anywhere else at AlmanacNews.com/express
**Extraordinary New Construction**

**Sat & Sun 1:00-4:00**

1150 Hobart Street
Menlo Park

4,919 SF | 6 Bed | 5 Bath + 2 Powder

$9,298,000  www.1150Hobart.com

- The open-concept design features white oak flooring, 10-foot ceilings, and sophisticated technology managing every detail:
  - Tesla Solar Roof
  - 1Gbps Atherton Fiber service
  - 3-zone Heat Pump System with Nest Learning Thermostats
  - IPORT + iPad whole home app-based control system
  - 2 EV charging stations
  - 2 Navien tankless water heaters in tandem
  - Spectacular great room opening to expansive rear terrace
  - Kitchen with 17-foot-long island sleek, Italian cabinetry, and breakfast nook
  - Massive recreation room with workout area, 750 bottle wine cellar, and wet bar

Marybeth Dorst
650.245.8890
Marybeth.Dorst@compass.com
DRE# 01345542
MarybethDorst.com

Robert Parish
650.400.1011
DRE #01275186
RobertParish@compass.com

Compass is a licensed real estate broker and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. All material presented herein is intended for informational purposes only. Information is compiled from sources deemed reliable but is subject to errors, omissions, changes in price, condition, sale, or withdrawal without notice. No statement is made as to accuracy of any description. All measurements and square footages are approximate. Exact dimensions can be obtained by retaining the services of an architect or engineer. This is not intended to solicit property already listed.
307 Walsh Road, Atherton

Contemporary design and top-of-the-line luxury converge in this stunning 5-bedroom, 4.5-bathroom Atherton masterpiece, offering nearly 3,800 square feet of refined living space. Recently completed and boasting outstanding build quality, this stylish home offers every conceivable modern amenity along with high-end appointments such as white oak floors, Porcelanosa tile, Brookhaven cabinetry, and a suite of Thermador Pro appliances. Glide through the open main level that features the living room with a centerpiece linear fireplace, the gourmet kitchen with a quartz waterfall island, and the dining room with a wall of glass doors that open completely for true indoor/outdoor living. The downstairs level unfolds with tremendous space for recreation, and includes a fireplace, bar, and a wine room to house your personal collection. Five bedrooms include the spacious master suite, a convenient guest suite, and one that easily converts into an office to work from home in style. This sought-after location is convenient to Stanford University, downtown Menlo Park and Palo Alto, and Venture Capital centers along Sand Hill Road. Plus, top-ranked Las Lomitas public schools, as well as private schools including Sacred Heart and Menlo School, are just moments away.

OPEN HOUSE: Saturday & Sunday 1:30 pm - 4:30 pm
Join us for free Lattes!
www.307WalshRd.com
Offered at $4,888,000

Listed by Michael Repka of the DeLeon Team, the #1 Team in Atherton
Data from BrokerMetrics based on MLS sales from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020, in Atherton, residential properties, with no off-MLS sales included in the rankings.

2.5% Commission Paid to Buyer’s Agent • Waived if DeLeon Buyer’s Agent
Michael Repka, DRE #01854880 | 650.900.7000 | michael@deleonrealty.com
中文咨询请联络Audrey Sun, DRE #01933274 电话: 650.785.5822 | www.deleonrealty.com | DeLeon Realty, Inc. | DRE #01903224
Golden Acorn Awards highlight pandemic contributions

By Kate Bradshaw

Menlo Park's leaders celebrated on May 20 a year like no other by recognizing the pandemic response contributions of local businesses, nonprofits and public service agencies at the annual Golden Acorn Awards ceremony.

Conducted live on YouTube, the event featured a keynote address from Silicon Valley Leadership Group CEO and Menlo Park resident Ahmad Thomas, who reflected on the region’s resilience and hopeful outlook. The event, hosted by the Menlo Park Chamber of Commerce, was emceed by Menlo Park City Councilman Ray Mueller.

The award winners for 2021 were: the Facebook community engagement team, for excellence in business support; Menlo Park-based Avellino Labs, the Menlo Park Fire Protection District's Pandemic Emergency Response Unit, the Menlo Park City School District’s “Bridge to Wellness” Dining Room, LifeMoves, and local health care delivery services for the “Bridge to Wellness” award; the city of Menlo Park, the San Mateo County Health Department, Elections Office and county manager for the “COVID Governance” award; and Ali Elsafy, owner of Menlo Park restaurant Bistro Vida, winner of the “Unsung Hero” award.

In his remarks, Thomas acknowledged the challenges the region faces in emerging from the pandemic and argued that policymakers should approach those challenges — both long-standing problems like traffic, housing and energy, and newer priorities like business competitiveness, infrastructure, climate, innovation, racial justice and education — like a startup tackles obstacles, not just scraping what doesn’t work but “A/B testing what does.”

“As the gap between the two Silicon Valleys widens, the leadership group and our member companies are working hard to partner and step in with concrete, sustainable solutions. The pandemic has created the inflection point we now face, but a long road of choices preceded it. It is up to California to pivot and to plot a new path forward,” he added.

And while the challenges the region faces are not insignificant, and naysayers might encourage companies to seek out other regions to build up their businesses, he argued, Silicon Valley still has its competitive edge.

“Silicon Valley should be the ‘next Silicon Valley’ and Menlo Park and is, and with your leadership and support, will continue to be, a great hub of innovation, commerce and community for us all,” he concluded.

Menlo Park Mayor Drew Cohen congratulated the winners. “Since its inception, this award has represented the best of our community across business, nonprofit and government sectors. This year’s recipients fit squarely into that tradition, (in the) second calendar in which COVID-19 has been our world’s most challenging and defining issue,” he said.

Among other things, the recipients were awarded for the following accomplishments.

The Facebook Community Engagement Team helped to set up a COVID-19 vaccination clinic at the company’s headquarter that vaccinated up to 1,300 patients each Saturday, created a fund with $250,000 to give to more than 30 local recipients to help programs meet their needs during the pandemic, and donated personal protective equipment to frontline workers and medical professionals. It also supported small businesses by providing more than 44,000 meals to support 65 local restaurants to donate to nonprofits, schools and health care workers, made $15 million in small business grants throughout the Bay Area and sponsored the 2021 Peninsula Restaurant Week. In addition, it partnered with local nonprofits to distribute farm produce boxes to those in need, offered prepared family meals with more than 44,000 meals.

The city also created grants for families, offering almost a full year of in-person learning to students. It also offered a virtual academy to families who preferred remote learning during the school year. The district was the first school district in the Bay Area to reopen its campuses back in September 2020, offering almost a full year of in-person learning to students.

The district was an absolute beacon of hope to students on the Peninsula,” Mueller said.

“It set such an example of how to bring students back in a collaborative manner.”

Health care delivery services, or all of those essential workers in the health care sector who worked to test, diagnose, treat, care for and then vaccinate the community during the pandemic, also received a special shoutout from the Chamber of Commerce. “It’s just an unbelievable level of sacrifice,” Mueller said. “We just wanted to take a moment to thank you.”

St. Anthony's Padua Dining Room, a hot meal provider in the community that saw a 30% increase in the number of meals served over pre-pandemic times, received donations from companies like Greylock Partners and Microsoft to provide meals to food-secure people. The dining room is in its 47th year of serving hot, nutritious meals. It also offers produce and groceries in a to-go format six days a week.

LifeMoves, a Menlo Park-based homelessness services provider, served more than 8,200 people during the pandemic with emergency shelters, interim housing sites and services, and helped more than 2,000 people access stable housing since March 2020. In the past month, it has also opened a 52-room interim housing site in Half Moon Bay and a 100-unit interim housing community in Mountain View.

The city of Menlo Park started and operated a virtual emergency operations center, issued emergency orders to protect public safety, kept police and emergency public works services going during the pandemic, switched other meetings and events online, and provided meals and enrichment activities to seniors. There were many city employees who continued to do “incredible work” during the difficult times, the community faced, Mueller said, commending City Manager-star laurel Jerome-Robinson for leading the city through the challenging circumstances. “We saw a tremendous reduction in the city during that time period, and the city rose to the occasion,” he said.

The city also created grants for downtown businesses, installed...
Menlo-Atherton taps insider Karl Losekoot as new principal

By Angela Swartz

A 22-year veteran of the Sequoia Union High School District (SUHSD) is set to lead Menlo-Atherton High School this coming school year, replacing Principal Simone Rick-Kennell, who is leaving this month for a new district role.

Karl Losekoot has been SUHSD’s instructional vice principal since 2016 and before that, served as an administrative vice principal and English teacher in the district since 1999, according to a Feb. 26 press release. At M-A, he has served as Honors Institute and Compass program administrator, summer school principal, English department chair and in other capacities, according to the district.

“Karl Losekoot’s contributions to SUHSD have had a phenomenal impact on our students, staff, and families of Menlo-Atherton High School,” said Interim Superintendent Dr. Paul Gallo in a statement. “His experience and passion for education have supported the district’s mission of preparing students for excellence. We welcome him in this new role, and look forward to the leadership, goals and accomplishments he will bring as principal.”

Losekoot said in a statement that he is “excited to continue the work of making M-A a place where all students feel like they belong, are connected to the M-A community, engaged in learning about the world around them, and of course are learning concrete skills along the way.”

The school district approved his appointment as part of the consent agenda at its May 26 meeting.

Losekoot’s pay and benefits total $235,611 in 2019, according to the district.

The school board approved the appointment of Karl Losekoot as new principal of Menlo-Atherton High School. He replaces Principal Simone Rick-Kennell, who is leaving the district.

Email Staff Writer Angela Swartz at aswartz@almanacnews.com.
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PUBLIC NOTICES

995 Fictitious Name Statement

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME

File No. M-27037

The information given below is as it appeared on the fictitious business statement that was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder's Office.

The following registered owner(s) is (are) abandoning the use of the fictitious business name(s):

VIVIENNE KELVIN

REGISTRANT'S NAME(S):

VIVIENNE KELVIN

251 Winding Way

San Carlos, CA 94070

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME(S):

VIVIENNE KELVIN DESIGNS

FILED IN SAN MATEO COUNTY ON 04/14/16

THIS BUSINESS WAS CONDUCTED BY:

Individual.

This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on April 21, 2021.

(ALM May 14, 21, 28, Jun. 4, 2021)

INNOVATIVE PIPING SYSTEMS

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT File No. 287709

The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as:

Innovative Piping Systems, located at 608 Douglas Drive, Mill Valley, CA 94941, Marin County.

Registered owner(s):

VIRGINIUS NEGRUTIU

608 Douglas Drive

Mill Valley, CA 94941

This business is conducted by an Individual.

The registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on 09/08/2020.

This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on April 1, 2021.

(ALM May 14, 21, 28, Jun. 4, 2021)

THE MANDARIN

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT File No. 287719

The following person(s) is (are) doing business as:

The Mandarin, located at 1629 El Camino Real, Menlo Park, CA 94025, San Mateo County.

Registered owner(s):

CHINA NOW CHINESE CUISINE LLC

1500 E 1 Camino Ave, Suite 8

Saratoga, CA 95070

This business is conducted by a Limited Liability Company.

This business was formed on March 31, 2021, registered with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on April 1, 2021.

(ALM May 14, 21, 28, Jun. 4, 2021)

BRITISH BANKERS CLUB

THE BRITISH BANKERS CLUB

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT File No. 287793

The following person (persons) is (are) doing business as:

1) British Bankers Club, 2) The British Bankers Club, located at 1555 Santa Cruz Ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025, San Mateo County.

Registered owner(s):

ROBERT S. FISCHER

566 Emerson St.

San Carlos, CA 94070

This statement was filed with the County Clerk-Recorder of San Mateo County on May 10, 2021.

(ALM May 21, 28, Jun. 4, 21, 2021)
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Work on new Portola Valley schools classrooms to begin this month

By Angela Swartz

Construction will kick off this summer at two Portola Valley schools, funded by a $49.5 million bond measure passed in 2018. District officials held virtual community meetings last week to answer questions about the upcoming Measure Z renovations, repairs and construction.

Ormondale and Corte Madera students around August 2022, and Corte Madera is set to be complete around December 2022, said Adam Lint, director of bond and facilities for the district during one of the meetings.

“We’re right on track with beginning construction,” he said. Temporary classrooms have been installed on the campuses and there will be groundbreaking ceremonies at both schools on Monday, June 7, according to Superintendent Roberta Zarea. Construction begins June 14 and will continue into the fall. Construction noise will be allowed between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., according to a district presentation. There will be traffic flaggers and signage, and no deliveries will be permitted during picking up and drop-off to reduce congestion at the schools, said DJ Halbert, project manager at RGM Kramer, the district’s construction management company.

Flood lights will not be on at night, Halbert noted. Ormondale Principal Lynette Hovland said next school year it might be educational for project managers to update students about what work is being done during the week.

The district shared new classroom designs with community members in November 2019. The buildings will aesthetically match the surrounding residential neighborhoods, with gabled roofs, large clear windows and lots of natural light, Brent McClure, principal at CAW Architects, which is designing the new classrooms, told The Almanac at the time.

Teachers will be able to mix indoor and outdoor learning on the newly designed campuses, directly connecting students with nature, he said. Classrooms will be organized around a central atrium at Corte Madera, the district’s grades 4-8 school, and workers will build a deck which McClure said will overlook the Frog Pond. The deck could be used for lessons on the watershed and seasons, as well as bird-watching, McClure said. Superintendent Roberta Zarea noted that the Frog Pond is not currently used as part of classroom lessons.

For more information, go to tinyurl.com/PVconstruction.

Stewart will bring her “wealth of experience” from a neighboring community, in which many district students reside, to the team as MPCSD “strives to serve every student equitably,” officials said. Stewart has authored publications and presentations, and engaged in research and volunteerism in various aspects of education, from implementing next-generation science standards to social-emotional learning to creating culturally responsive school communities, according to the press release.

The role became open when Payton-Miyazaki was tapped to lead the school as its new principal starting this fall (current principal Kristen Gracia is leaving for a district role). The hiring team was impressed with Stewart’s administrative background, her broad range of previous leadership activities, and her deep and well-articulated vision of how schools should serve each child, according to school officials.

Stewart holds a bilingual credential in Spanish, which she pursued along with her master’s degree in elementary education, at Stanford University. Stewart’s first day will be July 1 if her contract is approved by the board.

—Angela Swartz

PHS rescues three little stinkers from from Menlo Park construction site

Palo Alto Humane Society & SPCA staff rescued a family of skunks that fell into a deep hole at a construction site in Menlo Park.

Three skunks fell into the 14-foot-deep hole and were spotted by a worker on the construction site on May 25, according to PHS/SPCA spokeswoman Buffy Martin Tarbox.

Veterinary staffers weren’t able to reach the skunks by hand, so they extended a 12-foot catchpole to get the mother skunk and her two babies and pull them up to safety.

It took about an hour to get all three back up, and “one baby skunk was being stubborn,” Tarbox said.

All three were put in crates and examined at the scene for possible injuries, then were released on the back side of the property after staff determined they were in good health.

Tarbox said, “Without human assistance to help them out of the hole, it is likely they would have perished. Despite being scared, none of the skunks sprayed our staff, and seemed grateful to have been safely rescued.”

—Bay City News Service

Menlo Park Rotary scholarship winners announced

More than 100 students from three local high schools received scholarships and academic achievement awards at a virtual ceremony presented by the Rotary Club of Menlo Park on May 24.

The annual event, usually held at the Menlo-Atherton Performing Arts Center, awarded $208,000 in scholarships this year.

The two featured speakers were Joel Valencia, who graduated from Eastside and Princeton University, and Alicia Mergenthaler, who graduated from Menlo School and Harvard and Oxford universities with a master’s in science.

The following people are winners of the named scholarships:

Johns Hopkins: Morgan Ramirez, Claremont McKenna College; Cerritenn Family Scholarship, Stephanie Vargas, California State University at Chico; Robert G. Paroli Family Scholarship, Jonathan Martinez, University of San Diego; and Doris Rector Scholarship, Ann Segura, University of California at Merced; Tom and Barbara Borden Scholarship, Moises Bravo, UC Davis; Mary Ann Somerville Scholarship, Lizzie Suarez, Azusa Pacific University; Wilcox and Sandra Patterson Scholarship, Ava Poyton, Oberlin College; Business and Professional Scholarship, Desi Nava-Pulido, UC Berkeley.

The following are winners of the Rotary Club of Menlo Park Foundation scholarships:

Shyela Aguilar, University of San Diego; Karina Carlos, CSU San Diego; Alexa Gomez, Loyola Marymount University; Warimu Kimani, University of San Diego; Dulce Pacheco, Brown University; Jada Velazquez Medina, UC Berkeley.

The following are winners of the Tarlton Foundation Scholarships:

Shyela Aguilar, University of San Diego; Karina Carlos, CSU San Diego; Alexa Gomez, Loyola Marymount University; Warimu Kimani, University of San Diego; Dulce Pacheco, Brown University; Jada Velazquez Medina, UC Berkeley.

The following are winners of the Tarlton Foundation Scholarship: Bridget Cruz, UC Merced; Francisco Lopez Espinoza Jr., Swarthmore College; Addy Palaricos, UC Riverside; Naomi Perez, University of Redlands.

Ashley and Kari Trail won the Drue Kataoka Arts Grant.

Tiffany Valencia won the Tsui/Tsiang Family Math and Science Scholarship and will attend Leigh University.

Five Menlo-Atherton High School seniors were awarded the Alice Kleeman Community College award.

Ildy Garcia won the Peninsula College Fund/Rotary Club of Menlo Park Foundation Scholarship.
The Almanac
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Lopez continued from page 7

justify declaration of an emergency closed session.

“A work stoppage or something that would severely affect public health and safety; a terrorist attack or something like that,” she said.

Lopez’s first email “was not accurate with regard to the need for an emergency closed session,” she added.

Regarding naming Alvarado, Armento said that while the Brown Act states a special meeting must say what the agenda item is about, it is not typical to name the individual in a personnel matter. She did not state that doing so is illegal, however.

Romero and Abria also raised concerns that Lopez, Wallace-Jones and Gauthier, in conferring to set up the special meeting, may have also discussed the city attorney’s performance, which would constitute another violation of the Brown Act.

Under the Brown Act, the majority cannot meet or communicate privately to discuss matters outside of a legal meeting because, in that case, no formal notice would have been given to the public of the discussion, Romero said.

Gauthier, however, said at the May 20 meeting that she did not discuss Alvarado with the other council members. Last week, she said during an interview that when Lopez asked for the emergency meeting, he didn’t go into details about his concerns regarding Alvarado. She agreed to attend but wanted to understand what was going on.

“I didn’t know if something urgent was going on or if there was a crisis,” she said. She went to the meeting because she didn’t want to discuss the issue outside of a formal meeting or to violate the Brown Act, she added.

Abria and Romero said in follow-up interviews that they remain baffled by Lopez’s actions, and why he felt his concerns about a city attorney they respect and with whom they find no fault rose to the level of an emergency and termination.

They also questioned why Lopez chose an end run around the mayor and vice mayor to schedule a meeting and didn’t bring the matter up through the usual procedure that involves the mayor.

Lopez did indicate during the council’s May 18 meeting that he wants the council to open up the selection of agenda items to all five council members, which, he said, would be more “democratic.” But Romero and Abria said the process is already democratic. If the mayor doesn’t include an agenda item on the next meeting’s agenda, the council member can make the request during a public meeting and a vote can be taken by the council for the item’s inclusion at the next meeting. The council member can also draft a “colleague’s memo” requesting discussion of the topic for the other members to vote on. Such procedures are standard in city councils.

Is personnel investigation a factor?

While Abria and Romero say they are unaware of the reason for Lopez’s urgency, Abria said during the May 20 meeting that he’s concerned that the effort to fire Alvarado might be linked to a recent and separate personnel investigation.

Lopez, however, has stated that he simply wants the city to employ a more effective city attorney.

At the May 18 meeting, Lopez asked that two agenda items that had been scheduled for a procedural approval be rescheduled for a full discussion. Both items were written by Alvarado and pertained to ethics and the retention of an outside firm to investigate a personnel matter.

The council members agreed to take up the two items at their next meeting.

This past February, the city retained Kramer Workplace Investigations to perform a personnel investigation, and on May 18 the council was to approve the expenditure for Kramer’s continued services, according to a report written by Alvarado.

“The city has current and anticipated personnel matters that require specialized outside legal and investigatory services,” Alvarado wrote. “Special circumstances exist to waive the bid procedures on the grounds that the city must perform timely personnel investigations.”

The council was also set to approve a separate resolution, “Code of Ethics and Conduct for Elected and Appointed Officials,” but Lopez said he has questions he’d like Alvarado to answer.

Likewise, Lopez said that he needed the city attorney to be present to clarify questions about the outside investigative firm. Armento hadn’t been involved in the personnel investigation and couldn’t speak to it, the council determined.

Abria said during the May 20 meeting that he’s concerned that the sudden urge to fire Alvarado might be linked to trying to shut down the investigation.

“Let’s not attack the messenger because the message makes officials uncomfortable. Why is the Office of the City Attorney being attacked and ambushed with such speed?” Abria said.

“Whenever city government personnel investigations are conducted as a result of complaints, and including investigations involving elected officials, the best practice has been to retain an independent investigator and not an employee of the city to perform timely investigations of personnel matters. This is what the city attorney has done and in my opinion correctly so,” Abria said.

Romero said last week that while some people could construct a possible connection between the move to fire Alvarado and the city attorney’s request to move forward with a sensitive investigation based on the timing, he would not question Lopez’s motive “because I can’t get into council member Lopez’s head.”

After the May 20 closed session adjourned, Armento reported publicly that no vote had been taken.

On May 27, Lopez released a statement to clarify his reasons for wanting to potentially terminate Alvarado.

He said he “will be seeking to hire a working city attorney that is present and serves the city in a manner that is organizationally efficient.

“As the city attorney is the highest paid position within the city of East Palo Alto being paid a total of $228,225 plus benefits, and a total compensation package for the attorney’s office of $585,835 proposed for FY 21-22, Councilmember Lopez is seeking to create long-term cost savings, and in the process, to re-invest those savings into critical city services,” the announcement said, referring to Lopez in the third person.

“Our city attorney has demonstrated an inability to serve the needs of an ever-changing community. Staff needs an attorney who is present for the day-to-day operations of the city,” Lopez wrote.

While he is present for public meetings, I have seen firsthand the strain that his general absence causes on our city’s day to day operations.”

Romero, who read the press release, said on May 27 that it publicly airs unsubstantiated complaints about the city attorney before Alvarado even has a chance to know or address the accusations. It was “almost an indictment of the city attorney through a press release. It is akin to a public execution of his reputation,” he said.

When contacted for an interview by this media organization, Alvarado said that while he appreciated the opportunity, “I have no comments about the matter at this time.”

Email Staff Writer Sue Dremann at sdremann@pawweekly.com.

CRIME BRIEFS
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Boulevard and stabbing him to death with a large knife on June 17, 2019. The next day, on June 18, he allegedly called for a tow truck near the same location and fatally stabbed John Pekipaki, 31, a tow truck driver for Specialty Towing in East Palo Alto.

Dosouqi was ordered to Napa State Hospital by San Mateo County Superior Court Judge Robert Foiles in December 2020, according to figures released Tuesday by the California Highway Patrol.

At least 35 people were killed in vehicle collisions, up nearly 13% from 2020. Of those, 22 were not wearing a seat belt, officials said.

The CHP made 979 arrests for driving under the influence of alcohol or other drugs, up 14.6% from a year ago.

Bay City News Service
Enrollment drops

While districts generally haven’t experienced retirements as a serious problem this past year, several administrators said they were overwhelmed by the large number of teachers who resigned or transferred during the pandemic.

San Mateo County Superintendent of Schools Nancy Magee said some of her districts have been hit hard as many educators left to be closer to family. Burlingame, for example, had twice as many teachers leave during the pandemic than during an average year.

However, record drops in enrollment have somewhat mitigated the retirement boom, she said.

Such enrollment drops would normally result in staff layoffs, but the sheer number of retirements and resignations appears to be canceling each other out.

Unexpected resignations, coupled with routine and early retirements, have created staffing shortages in some districts, raising concerns about how schools will manage when they reopen in the fall. Magee said her districts are trying to plan what classes will look like next year but they still don’t have guidance from the California Department of Public Health.

More immediately, districts are scrambling to find teachers who have the energy to pitch in for summer school sessions. “Educators are exhausted, and many of our districts are having trouble staffing summer school programs,” Magee said. “They’re all making it happen to the best of their ability... but they’ve been on emergency hours and activities for nearly two years straight without a break.”

Fisher said Sacramento, following the lead of neighboring Elk Grove Unified, nearly doubled its normal summer rate to recruit teachers for summer sessions.

“Our normal summer school rate for teachers, it’s not a bad rate, it’s about $40 an hour, but they couldn’t hire teachers (at that rate),” Fisher said.

What about pensions?

One major concern with the rise in retirements is the effect it could have on teacher pensions. In an email, Rebecca Force, a CalSTRS spokesperson, said the organization doesn’t expect retirements to have a material impact on funding levels.

Outside experts tend to agree with this assessment.

“In the scope of things, this is not that big of a number,” said Paul Bruno, an assistant professor of education policy at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He noted that CalSTRS’ outstanding unfunded liabilities dwarf the potential impact of an unusual number of retirements. As of the latest actuarial valuation report, CalSTRS has unfunded liabilities of $105.7 billion.

“California is a really big state with an awful lot of teachers who are already receiving benefits and paying into the system, so a small increase in retirements this year would not by itself be a big threat to the pension fund,” he said.

Administrators in California didn’t express much surprise with the number of retirements during the pandemic. This is partly because teachers have to retire within a set age range to qualify for their pensions, so most districts can plan for their departure well in advance. Districts also incentivize teachers to give ample notice by offering financial bonuses for letting schools know of their plans by specific dates.

Some districts are also able to rely on retirees as a source of labor. Xanthi Soriano, a spokesperson for Elk Grove Unified, said many of the district’s retirees return to schools after they meet CalSTRS’ six-month separation-from-service requirement.

“We have a pretty robust substitute list, and a good number are retirees,” Soriano said.

‘Educators are exhausted, and many of our districts are having trouble staffing summer school programs.’

NANCY MAGEE, SAN MATEO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

Recruitment problems

Recruitment is also a challenge at the leadership level. San Mateo’s Magee said it’s been difficult to find replacements for several long-term employees who left her office during the pandemic because recruiting firms are struggling to find candidates.

“Statewide, they’re seeing an unprecedented number of people either retiring or moving around,” she said. “So those agencies are really very overbooked right now.”

Several administrators said they were concerned that retirements and resignations may be exacerbating chronic staffing shortages for positions that were already difficult to fill before the pandemic, specifically special education.

Christina Casas, a credentialed special education teacher, left her job at a charter school in Santa Ana earlier this year. She said the logistical challenges of organizing virtual special education classes while raising two children of her own were simply too much.

She also felt like the district could have marshaled more resources for teachers who were struggling to manage virtual classes that were overflowing with 30 to 40 students when they were supposed to only have 20. While there was only one resignation at her school last year, she knows several people are planning to leave at the end of this term.

“Going forward, she said school districts should recruit more reading and math specialists to make sure students don’t fall farther behind.

“The school where I worked, the kids were already behind,” she said. “And now they’ve missed a year of school, because we can’t call what they did school.”

CalMatters.org is a nonprofit, nonpartisan media venture explaining California’s policies and politics.
SRI INTERNATIONAL

precursor ARPA-NET and various cancer treatments.

The nonprofit’s clients include government agencies in the United States and abroad, and corporations large and small, for-profit and nonprofit, domestic and international.

“This is a once in a career kind of opportunity,” Murray said, noting that he is a Menlo Park resident himself. Early plans for the development, he said, could be carrying over 10 acres of the property for residential development. Adding up to 40 housing units per acre, the site could accommodate at least 400 new housing units, Murray said. Among the housing units would be a mix of market-rate units and those aimed at being affordable to low-income households, he added. Early site plans design highlight the possibility for significantly increased public access to the property, which is currently fenced off to the public, Murray said.

Roughly 29 acres of the property would be publicly accessible by foot and drawings show bike routes running through the property and along Ravenswood Avenue that could more safely connect cyclists to Menlo-Atherton High School and Ringwood Avenue.

The property currently has about 38 buildings that are all enclosed within a security fence, Murray said.

“It’s basically a void in town,” he said.

The redeveloped site would reduce the number of buildings to eight or nine and make the buildings “better looking and more sustainable,” Murray said. No additional square feet of open space would be required, and research and development space would be built on the site.

Two or three of the current buildings would be kept for lab presentations and development uses. The height of some buildings would be increased to five stories from the current three and four stories, Murray said.

The property would need to be updated to accommodate mixed-use developments including housing. Alberti noted that it is just starting getting plans with updates to its housing element, said Menlo Park City Council member Jen Wolosin in an email statement. Wolosin represents Menlo Park’s District 3, where SRI is located. Updating the housing element will involve reviewing where more zoning for housing should be permitted in Menlo Park.

“I expect the SRI project to be reviewed on its own merits, and in relation to the Housing Element update, and I look forward to having many residents and stakeholders participate in the review process to help shape our community’s future,” Wolosin said.

If the project is approved, construction could take two to three years, and would likely be completed in one phase, Murray said.

“This is a big deal,” he said. “It’s a new neighborhood in Menlo Park.”

Email Staff Writer Kate Bradshaw at kbradshaw@almanacnews.com.
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pediatrician said it sounds like their daughter has post-traumatic stress disorder. The family has now engaged a pediatric psychologist to address their daughter’s sleep issues.

Dr. M. Raeem Ghorieshi, a Palo Alto psychiatrist, said he has seen many sides of the fireworks impacts, including triggering PTSD in patients. The person with PTSD can re-experience the trauma — what some call flashbacks — and the impact is devastating. He noted that many war veterans live in the community and on the Veterans Administration campus on Willow Road.

He has also seen the effects firsthand.

“My wife was a child during an armed conflict. It is extremely difficult. It brings up memories,” Ghorieshi also has pets.

“If you can imagine a 130-pound German shepherd barking every time an explosion goes off,” he said.

In addition, each explosion can pack a concussive force that can be felt before each colorful sparkles spans the sky. “You can hear and feel the loud charge (the precursor that lifts the fireworks). It can be jarring,” he said.

GOLDEN ACRONS

continued from page 14

parklets for outdoor dining and services, created a curbside pick-up system for library services, installed disinestation sites at parks, reopened child care services and didn’t have any reported workplace COVID-19 transmissions, according to the Chamber of Commerce.

The San Mateo County Board of Supervisors and County Manager Mike Callagy were commended for their efforts to protect renters, provide financial relief, seed grant programs, fund testing of the new sites, and liaise with the business community.

The San Mateo County Health Department and Health Officer Dr. Scott Morrow were recognized for guiding the county’s pandemic response, reviewing public health orders in response to infection rates, creating public health safety protocols and timely updates.

The San Mateo County Elections Office and the Elections Office of the City of Palo Alto were recognized for the record participation in the 2020 general election during the pandemic despite quarantine restrictions.

Voter registration hit 88% and the turnout of people voting early was reportedly 100% higher than the previous general election, according to the Chamber of Commerce.

Elsafy, owner of Bistro Vida in downtown Menlo Park, was open seven days a week by the chamber as someone who sprang into action during the pandemic.

During the pandemic, Mueller said, “Elsafy was focused on, ‘How do we create an environment that brings the community together and makes people smile and enjoy each other?’”

The recipients were also provided with statements of recognition from local elected officials, including Reps. Anna Safian, Jackie Speier, state Sen. Josh Becker and state Assemblyman Marc Berman.
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an All-American consideration time.

J-Cheng went on to place second in the 100 back with an automatic All-American time of 1:02.26, which sets a school record.

Li swam second to J-Cheng in the 100 IM, finishing the race in yet another ‘A’ time of 2:03.61.

Gibbons started the day with a third-place finish in the 200 free (1:52.68) and Eleanor Facy; second in the 500 free, edging Stanford in the fall, placed eighth in 1:56.26.

Sacred Heart Prep also won the first event of the day, Li, J-Cheng, Annaliese Chen (heading to Swarthmore) and Elia Woodhead went 1:45.18 in the 200 medley relay, edging St. Ignatius by about a half-second.

"That first race was the key race of the meet for us," Morris said. "It set the tone for the rest of the meet. A few minutes later, Audrey and Kaia went 1-2 in the 200 IM and Annaliese moved up to win the individual consolation final that gave us a pretty big lead that we never relinquished."

Without the 14 teams of the Santa Clara Valley Athletic League, it was a much smaller event and that helped Sacred Heart Prep, which could count on its depth. In addition to Facy, who also placed sixth in the 500 free, the Gators have four other water polo players who swim only in high school and all of them scored.

"The smaller number of swimmers this year worked out fine for us," Morris said. "If we throw all of our swimmers out there, we feel honest we probably had a better team last year when the meet was canceled," Morris said, pointing out that Sloane Steinwas was the 2015 state champ.

Menlo had already 1-0 midway through the second half when Knights goalie Sam Sellers was issued a yellow card and had to leave the game. It was just outside the penalty box and Soquel had a unique opportunity to tie the game.

Instead, a steady wall of Menlo players ("Don't jump," yelled Menlo coach Ross Ireland) stayed put and forced a shot high over the net.

Menlo (10-0-1) went on the attack and a minute later had a scoring opportunity. The Soquel goalie came out to challenge the ball and blocked it but could not control it. El-Fishaway got the rebound and tapped it into an open net.

From that moment, it was all Menlo. Carolina Espinosa, El-Fishaway and Colby Wilson added goals in the final 15 minutes of play.

"We overcame a lot, so just being able to hold the trophy and celebrate with your closest friends is an amazing thing," El-Fishaway said. "With the limited practice and the limited games, we were able to form that chemistry and that bond together. I think we've played together at least once in high school or club and to have that knowledge of each other and I think that just added to the chemistry we had."

Menlo's defense proved the star of the contest as Soquel (12-2-1) rarely found an opening. The free kick was Soquel's best scoring opportunity.

"Overwhelming team performance with discipline. We followed instructions about how to handle the opponent and once we scored, the confidence grew," Ireland said. "We just had even more fluency; there was a spring to their step and absolute belief that they could win at that point. Sometimes a team really brings it, and when they hit form in the final game, I couldn't ask for more.

Great individual performances, brilliant team performance."

El-Fishaway put the Knights ahead, scoring in the 11th minute after taking a pass from Julie Deffner.

Gabby Kogler and Madison Li assisted on Espinosa's goal, Wilson aided El-Fishaway's second goal and Kogler assisted on Wilson's goal.

"We thought they would come out very physical and aggressive because we had heard from other teams, and I think they did that," El-Fishaway said. "But I think we were able to match their physicality this game, connect the passes, playing quickly and just tried to get forward and take our chances."

Deffner, El-Fishaway, Sienna Gavin, Ellie Gruber, Kogler and Claire Pickering played their final matches in a Menlo uniform.

Boys soccer

Sacred Heart Prep, who finished second to Menlo in West Bay Athletic League boys soccer, took it to the next level during Central Coast Section play.

Despite earning the No. 7 seed and playing all three matches on the road, the Gators kept battling and capped their season with a 3-1 victory over host Evergreen Valley at the title match of Division II.

It's the first outright CCS soccer title for Sacred Heart Prep in 15 years and the seventh overall. SHP and Menlo shared a title in 2013.

After a scoreless first half, in which a potential SHP goal was negated by an offsides call, the Gators struck in the first three minutes of the second half. Chase Dolinko started the scoring sequence, getting the ball to Tristan Mische-Reed, who fed it to Kyle Nilsson for the score.

Dolinko made it 2-0 with nine minutes remaining, converting a penalty after Nilsson was fouled in the penalty box.

Evergreen Valley got one back with three minutes left, converting its own penalty kick.

With time running down and Evergreen Valley on the attack, Luke Maxwell somehow scored an unassisted goal to make it 3-1. Last season, Sacred Heart Prep made it to the finals of the Open Division before falling to Bellarmine. The Gators (10-3) were also the runners-up in 2015.

Boys tennis

The Menlo School boys tennis team has developed quite a rivalry with teams from the West Catholic Athletic League and Bellarmine in particular.

The last time the two teams met, in Los Gatos, for the Central Coast Section team title, Bellarmine took home the championship trophy.

This year, the trophy stays at Menlo. Juniors Soren Sutaria and Nik Khuntia, competing at No. 1 doubles, were the last men standing in May 27 with the score 3-3 and both sides watching intently.

Sutaria and Khuntia's match went to a tiebreaker following an intense second set that saw the Bells squeeze out a 7-6 (4) win.

And this time, instead of using rally scoring, the third set was played out so that it really was 'game, set and match,' as the Menlo juniors worked a 6-2 victory, setting in motion a flood of Knights onto the court to celebrate a 4-3 win at Menlo.

"Every time we play them, it's a battle," Menlo senior co-captain Justin Tian said. "It was a match we really wanted to win. We worked really hard for it."

It was a satisfying finish to an undefeated, though abbreviated, season. Menlo (12-0) was the top seed, earning it home court advantage in Section 2 Bellarmine (12-2) delivered a quality championship match.

The Bells only lost to Menlo this season.

Junior Rishi Jain was first off the court with a straight-set win at No. 4 singles. Menlo tied the score again at 2 when junior Nick Tamas also won in straight sets at No. 2 singles.

The Bells took a doubles match to go up 3-2 before freshman Evan Burnett secured the win at No. 3 singles.

The teams have played for the title six times in the last 12 years with Menlo winning five of them. For the Knights, avenging the last loss to the Bells in a section final two years ago, and then coming back after a season lost due to the pandemic, winning a title couldn’t have made for a better ending, especially for the seniors.

"Last year, having our season cut short was pretty bad, especially because we stopped playing right before our big tournaments," Tian said. "It was really disappointing. And, at the beginning of this school year, it looked like we wouldn’t even be able to play at all, but it all worked out and I’m really glad we got to play this year. Being able to play CCS this year was a blessing."

Menlo won its 16th CCS title overall.

Menlo Athletics' Pam Tso McKenzie contributed to this report.

—Rick Eymer

Read more online

Get the latest on local prep sports delivered to your inbox Monday through Friday by signing up for The Almanac’s Express newsletter at almanacnews.com/express.
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While viewing a film is an experience that lends itself pretty well to social distancing, there’s still something special about watching on the big screen in the company of fellow audience members. “I really miss the joy and the emotional journey of sitting next to people watching a movie,” said Azza Cohen. She, along with her five fellow first-year students in Stanford University’s documentary film MFA program, will get a chance to share the short films they’ve made this spring at an in-person, outdoor event at Stanford’s Frost Amphitheater on Thursday, June 10.

“Nothing left to do but marvel,” Cohen’s “Nothing left to do but marvel” advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street. Francisco’s Fishbowl Collective, a group of artists and housing advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street.

De Pinto’s “Fishbowl” (working title) chronicles San Francisco’s Fishbowl Collective, a group of artists and housing advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street. It takes a leap of faith that what

Drew de Pinto’s “Fishbowl” (working title) chronicles San Francisco’s Fishbowl Collective, a group of artists and housing advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street.

Azza Cohen’s “Nothing left to do but marvel” is rooted in her own experience with chronic migraine headaches.

While screening films online has its benefits, including accessibility to a wider audience, Stanford University’s first-year MFA documentary students (including Azzah Cohen, pictured) are excited to show their recent work on the big screen at Frost Amphitheater June 10.

Max Lee Mueller’s short film, “The Key To It,” explores both the long-term relationship between a pair of puppeteers and Mueller’s own romantic partnership.

By Karla Kane

The June 10 in-person event, though, will be an especially exciting achievement for the cohort after a long year. “There’s an experience of electricity, when people can view your film and you can be in a group watching it, and it’s an essential aspect of understanding your film,” Mueller said. “It’s hard to know what people’s reactions are if you don’t experience the feeling in a group when they’re watching the film. I haven’t done that in a long time.”

The 2021 Spring MFA Documentary Film Screening starts at 8 p.m. on June 10, at Frost Amphitheater, 351 Lasuen St., Stanford. Admission is free but advance tickets are required, and social distancing and safety protocols are in effect. More information is available at live.stanford.edu.

Email Arts and Entertainment Editor Karla Kane at kkane@paweekly.com.

“I hope they keep doing that as well, that virtual screenings become normal. There’s all sorts of film festivals all over the world and finally I can go to them,” Mueller said. “My parents in Massachusetts could see our screenings and see the Q&A and that’s really cool, too.”

While classes were held over Zoom and screenings over Vimeo, “The six of us in the first-year cohort all live on campus and see each other regularly,” said Drew de Pinto, who’s especially interested in telling stories about labor and community organizing, and queer and trans characters.

De Pinto’s film, with the working title of “Fishbowl,” follows the struggle of the Fishbowl Collective, a group of artists and housing advocates living in the historic Red Victorian Hotel on Haight Street in San Francisco.

They started living and working in the Red Vic in the summer of 2020, taking care of the building and putting on drag shows in the storefront windows as a COVID-safe way to raise money to convert the building into affordable housing for BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and people of color) queer and trans people, de Pinto said. “Since then, they’ve been fighting eviction by their landlords, and are still living in the hotel, although they have been locked out of the main room where they hosted the shows.

Other films on the slate include Connor Lee O’Keeffe’s “Imagine a Body,” Alexandra Stergious’s “The Infinite Act” and Kyle Myers-Haugh’s “The Yerba Buena Chess Club.” A Q&A with the filmmakers follows the screening.

While they’re thrilled for the chance to screen their films on campus in person, the student filmmakers are also appreciative for the wider reach and accessibility this year’s virtual screenings have offered.

“One benefit of online screenings was that we were able to invite friends and family from all over the world,” de Pinto said. “We get a chance to share the short films by first-year MFA students

While screening films online has its benefits, including accessibility to a wider audience, Stanford University’s first-year MFA documentary students (including Azzah Cohen, pictured) are excited to show their recent work on the big screen at Frost Amphitheater June 10.

Max Lee Mueller’s short film, “The Key To It,” explores both the long-term relationship between a pair of puppeteers and Mueller’s own romantic partnership.

By Karla Kane

The experience under the microscope wasn’t easy on his relationship, but has ultimately been rewarding, Mueller said. “It’s been really, really hard,” he acknowledged with a laugh. “It’s really hard to be objective about oneself as a subject, and it created a lot of difficult conversations with my partner. It brought us closer and allowed us to talk through challenges, but it was not an easy road and I’m not even done.”

While the COVID-19 pandemic has presented many challenges for the students’ first year at Stanford, they said it’s been full of valuable moments for learning and growth. “In the throes of our editing you sort of lose sight of this but, being forced to be creative and create films within an extraordinary set of limitations — not just the literal state and local lockdowns, but filmmaking requires being physically close in a time when people turned orange,” thanks to California’s raging wildfires.

“I just say if we can make films in the pandemic we can deal with any other possible hurdles that Hollywood can throw at us,” Cohen said. Having a supportive program and tight-knit cohort has been especially essential this year.

While screening films online has its benefits, including accessibility to a wider audience, Stanford University’s first-year MFA documentary students (including Azzah Cohen, pictured) are excited to show their recent work on the big screen at Frost Amphitheater June 10.

Max Lee Mueller’s short film, “The Key To It,” explores both the long-term relationship between a pair of puppeteers and Mueller’s own romantic partnership.
Helene Zahoudanis has always dreamed of owning a farm. In her current venture, though she may not be working the land, she does help bring in a bountiful harvest every week. Through Real Good Greens, the farm box delivery service she co-founded, she ensures that the produce from about two dozen small Bay Area farms finds its way to local consumers’ tables. “When we started, I really wasn’t intending to be a business, it was just kind of a response to the times,” said Zahoudanis, a 2009 Palo Alto High School grad who founded Real Good Greens with her husband, Matt Petersen, at the start of the pandemic last year.

They were aiming to help address a major disconnect in the food supply that quickly surfaced after stay-at-home orders went into effect. As consumers were encountering empty grocery store shelves, small farms were facing the opposite problem: plenty of crops but no customers to buy them, since many restaurants — their primary buyers — had to close temporarily. So, not long after the lockdown began, Zahoudanis and Petersen launched a service to help connect consumers with small farms looking to sell the organic produce that, pre-pandemic, would have been purchased by restaurants.

“Their supply chain was totally rocked and practically overnight they were left with freshly harvested food that they needed to sell really quickly. Our community was now stuck at home and looking for a better way to buy groceries, and our local farmers had an abundance of food, so we just wanted to help bridge that gap and facilitate that connection,” Zahoudanis said.

In the early days, they helped spread the word about Real Good Greens over the neighborhood social networking app Nextdoor, and it took off from there. Zahoudanis and Petersen may not have necessarily started off with the aim of launching a company, but their efforts have grown over the past year into a bona fide business. Real Good Greens now delivers produce and artisan goods to homes in Marin County, San Francisco, some parts of the East Bay and Peninsula cities as far south as Los Altos Hills.

Despite Real Good Greens’ current array of offerings, the business’ name hearkens back to its first days. Greens were the primary crop of one of the first farms that Zahoudanis worked with, County Line Harvest in Petaluma, which grows many specialty varieties of greens for local chefs. On top of that, Zahoudanis identifies herself as a "veggie freak, a salad nut," and the name celebrates her love of fresh greens.

“That’s the heart of it, finding amazing, quality stuff that tastes like you grew it and it’s harvested that morning and getting that to people the same day — that was just the spirit of the idea,” she said.

Zahoudanis studied English and marketing in college — she has a bachelor’s degree in English and communications from Bucknell University in Pennsylvania — but her family has roots in both agriculture and food and agriculture. Her father grew up on a farm in Greece and her aunt is chef and writer Donia Bijan, who ran well-loved downtown Palo Alto restaurant Lamie Donia for a decade.

She grew up going to that restaurant and she was an advocate in the ’90s for farm-to-table, so I witnessed farms coming and dropping off beautiful fresh produce. It was just ingrained in my DNA at a really young age,” Zahoudanis said.

She noted that Petersen, as well, grew up in a farming family in Iowa.

The couple lives in the North Bay and Real Good Greens is based in Mill Valley, where they have a facility to assemble orders. Zahoudanis said that the business works with about 25 farms, mostly based in the North Bay, but also a few in Half Moon Bay and Yolo County.

Farm boxes are the centerpiece of Real Good Greens, but the business differs from a traditional Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) box model in which customers typically subscribe for regular deliveries, purchasing a share of the crops from a farm or group of farms.

Zahoudanis, who said she’s regularly been a member of various CSAs, recalled that as a customer, she found that model could be hard to plan around, and wanted to offer more flexibility.

Customers can choose to place orders each week through the Real Good Greens website, by Tuesday at midnight, with all orders delivered on Thursdays and Fridays.

“Our base product is the seasonal farm box. That’s the way we can support as many farms as we can by having this kind of surprise box of what is freshly harvested and peak season,” Zahoudanis said.

The Seasonal Organic Farm Box is a curated box of fresh produce that offers 10 to 13 items for $45 or a smaller version with five to seven items for $35. The selection rotates every week, with items based on what’s in season.

In addition to its two curated boxes, Real Good Greens sells a variety of fresh produce. Among the items currently available on the website are a half-flat of strawberries, an assortment of stone fruit, a pound of sugar snap peas — and of course, bunches of greens. Shoppers can also pick up artisan goods such as bread, eggs, cheese, olive oil and honey. Those who are buying a box can add these goods and extra produce to their orders, but customers don’t actually need to buy a farm box to be able to purchase individual produce and groceries. Even so, Zahoudanis estimates that around 90% of customers buy a farm box and then add on extra goods.

“We’ve become more of a full-fledged online farmers market,” she said.

Real Good Greens may have been founded in a unique moment when long-established supply systems were disrupted, but Zahoudanis doesn’t foresee a complete return to how things were pre-pandemic. Even with restaurants now reopening more widely to customers, the pandemic has brought changes in how consumers shop for food and in how farms operate.

“Where a lot of farms used to sell exclusively to restaurants, they’ve realized the importance of selling direct to consumer and having multiple sales channels. Now that the restaurants are opening, we’ve established that steady relationship and even in times of downturn and uncertainty we’ve been a really steady customer,” she said.

In fact, the business is ready to expand a bit more. Zahoudanis said that she and Petersen have been looking for a warehouse to expand Real Good Greens’ volume and provide the space to increase offerings to include local meat and fish. And perhaps someday, Zahoudanis said, she hopes that the business might have its own storefront.

It’s a big difference from Real Good Greens’ beginnings just a year ago as an idea to step in and help fill a vacuum created by the pandemic that wasn’t necessarily planned to be a business.

“We were kind of playing it week by week and getting how it went, and I think after a couple months, we realized that we had a very loyal following, and we were building something really good,” Zahoudanis said.

For more information, visit realgoodgreens.com.

Email Assistant Editor Heather Zimmerman at hzimmerman@almanacnews.com.

LEHUA GREENMAN
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”

650.245.1845 COMPASS
Traditional home with signature front porch and dormer windows
- 5 bedrooms, office, and 5.5 baths on two levels in the main residence
- Approximately 7,565 total square feet
  - Main residence: 5,910 sq. ft.
  - Detached 3-car garage: 755 sq. ft.
  - Detached fitness center: 510 sq. ft.
  - Detached music studio: 165 sq. ft.
  - Mech room and storage: 225 sq. ft.
- Living room with fireplace, formal dining room, great room, family room with fireplace, kitchen, casual dining area, office
- Detached fitness center, music studio, and attached recreation room/guest studio with 1 bath and outside entrance only
- Whole-home automation for lighting, sound, security, surveillance, and climate control
- Beautifully landscaped vast level grounds with pool and spa, fireplace, built-in barbecue center, and entertainment bar
- Almost three-quarters of an acre (31,700 sq. ft.)
- Premier central Menlo Park location
- Excellent Menlo Park public schools

For a private showing of this extraordinary property, please contact:

HUGH CORNISH
650.619.6461
hcornish@cbnorcal.com
CalRE#00912143

STEPHANIE ELKINS
650.400.2933
stephanie.elkins@cbnorcal.com
CalRE#0897585

EAST COAST INSPIRED ESTATE
JUST 1 BLOCK TO DOWNTOWN